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● Resilience to natural hazards can be de�ned in many ways.
● It is challenging to quantify, visualise and communicate what resilience means to di�erent local actors to 

support resilience planning. 
● This 6 month, experimental project looked at ways to draw wider de�nitions of resilience from local  actors 

and visualise these spatially within a qualitative GIS.
● We visualised networks and narratives of coping mechanisms and vulnerabilities to urban �ooding as layers 

in a Google Maps webGIS.
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Summary

3 case study cities visited in 2017: Manilla 
(Philippines); Nairobi (Kenya); Cape Town (South 
Africa). For each city:
•  1 day workshop with ~20 attendees from informal 

settlement using arts based techniques to de�ne and 
record experience of �ooding.

•  0.5 day tour lead by community leaders to collect 
georeferenced �eld photographs. 

•  Digitisation of workshop output in a Google Maps 
webGIS. 

•  Other strands of the project have undertaken 
interviews to understand resilience framing at a city 
level.

Results are presented here for Philippi, Cape 
Town, an informal settlement exposed to 
groundwater and riverine �ooding. 
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Sample Map for Philippi, Cape Town

A qualitative GIS stores and integrates multiple forms of knowledge, with the aim of representing the rich 
contextual (and sometimes contradictory) detail of a place (Elwood and Cope, 2009). As a result, the non-static 
layers must be explored and interpreted – this may di�er between users. The qualtiative webGIS for (A) Cape 
Town and (B) Nairobi are available at: (A) www.tinyurl.com/ct-whydar  (B)  www.tinyurl.com/nbo-whydar. 
Below is a brief summary of the layers for Philippi, Cape Town, some of which are shown in Figure 1 above:  

Georeferenced multimedia The ‘imagined’ social network

Storyspheres

Drainage channels and �ood locations

Contains annotated photographs (yellow) and videos (red) 
explaining how people physically protect their 
neighbourhood from �ooding, and some of the challenges 
they face. 

Using Google Earth, the community leaders mapped 
informal drainage channel pathways (blue lines) and   
connections to main sewer line. Text pop-ups (red pins) 
denote con�ict in the meanders of the drainage channel 
where water slows and �ooding occurs (blue squares). 

These georeferenced 360˚ photographs with audio 
descriptions aim to show di�ering (sometimes contrasting) 
narratives taking place at individual sites within the 
community. The user can view these in a web browser, or 
visualise in 3D with a low-cost Google Cardboard headset. 

Research has shown that the social network can be as e�ective as 
physical interventions for resilience. We aimed to represent this as 
grey points (formal and informal actors) and yellow lines 
(connections between those actors), some distinguished as only 
active during peace times (green lines) or emergency times (red). In 
contrast to other cities, most workshop attendees were not 
comfortable talking about their social connections, although a few 
actors were identi�ed. Instead, based on conversations and grey 
literature, we created three ‘imaginary’ residents and their some of 
their hypothetical social connections (orange, pink and purple 
lines). Each line has a text pop up describing the relationship. A 
large number of strong connections suggests greater capacity to 
draw upon friends, family and formal actors in a time of crisis. 

For more information contact: Dr Faith Taylor
Researcher in Natural Hazards & Geocomputation. King’s College 
London. Faith.Taylor@kcl.ac.uk

www.tinyurl.com/ct-whydar

Why we Disagree about Resilience (WhyDAR)

Qualitative GIS Resilience Maps 

Figure 1. Sample of qualtiative webGIS data 
layers to represent resilience to �ooding 
(described below) for Philippi, Cape Town. 
Full map available at:


